I    ASK    YOU   ,   .   .
Civil War, will almost always present a cracked and divided
front to the solid, wedge-shaped phalanx coming from the
direction of the Pole. Jefferson Davis was probably the worst
leader that the South could have found. In contradistinction
to Lincoln, who treated the Constitution with contempt
whenever he had the occasion, Lee was almost hypo-
chondriacally attached to the Confederate Constitution of
1860, using its provisos to bolster up his most irritating
actions and bringing his nation finally to such a pitch of
exasperation as to paralyse himself and bring the nation to
the ground. Compared with Lincoln as a member of society
he was a gentleman and, if you like, a half-saint as against a
sharp lawyer; but compared with Lincoln as the defender
of a cause he was a dyspeptic pettifogger-pedant against
. . . once again a sharp lawyer . . . and one who knew
instinctively every rule of the game in the dreadful court in
which their suit was tried out. Lee could let his slaves at
Briercliff form a commonwealth of their own—which was a
fine, and even successful, adventure. But he was utterly
incapable of using Stephens* written constitution, which, if
you must have a written constitution at all, would have been
relatively workable in the hands of any commonplace man
with a little knowledge of statecraft and some power of
selecting the right civilian and military assistants. . * * It
contains, it is tragi-comic to observe, a proviso that any
form of commercial protection tariff shall be for ever
unconstitutional.
§
Another disadvantage of any South is that she will always
be wanting in conviction when it comes to sending military
expeditions against any North. The North has its eyes always
on the South; its national anthem might well be: Keiwst du
das Land wo die Citronen bluekny and when the time comes for
its over-population to overflow it sets out to pick the lemon
flowers with sword, torch, morgernstern, poison gas . . .
and Gargantuan enthusiasm.
But the South has no such cause to turn its eyes towards
the North. It figures all that as aridities not worth the
consideration of serious men. It is true that the Romans

